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Week	 Day	 Coverage		 Assignments	
Week	1	 Tuesday	9/4		 Introduction	to	Computational	Optics,	signal	processing	review	
	
Thursday	9/6		 Geometrical	Optics	Week	2	 Tuesday	9/11		 Scalar	Wave	Optics	I	 Lab	1	posted	9/13		Reading	response	questions	1	posted	9/13		Thursday	9/13		 Scalar	Wave	Optics	II	Week	3	 Tuesday	9/18			 Coherent,	Partially	Coherent,	and	Incoherent	Imaging	 Reading	Response	1	due	9/20		Reading	response	questions	2	&	3	posted	9/20		
Thursday	9/20	 Fluorescence	Microscopy	and	Point	Spread	Function	Engineering	Week	4		 Tuesday	9/25			 Deconvolution	and	Noise	 Lab	1	due	9/27	Lab	2	posted	9/27		Reading	Response	2	due	9/25		Reading	Response	3	due	9/27		Reading	response	questions	4	&	5	posted	9/27	
Thursday	9/27			 STORM,	PALM,	STED,	MERFISH	
Week	5		 Tuesday	10/2		 Light	Sheet	and	Confocal	Microscopy	 Reading	Response	4	due	10/2		Reading	Response	5	due	10/4		Reading	response	questions	6	&	7	posted	10/4	
Thursday	10/4		 Quantitative	Phase	Microscopy	and	Fourier	Ptychographic	Microscopy	Week	6		 Tuesday	10/9		 Information	Theory,	Source	and	Channel	Coding	I	 Lab	2	due	10/11	Lab	3	posted	10/11		Reading	Response	6	due	10/9		Reading	Response	7	due	10/11	
Thursday	10/11			 Information	Theory,	Source	and	Channel	Coding	II	
	Reading	response	questions	8	posted	10/11	FALL	BREAK	 Tuesday	10/16			 		Thursday	10/18		
Week	7	 Tuesday	10/23		 Inverse	Problems	and	Optimization	 Reading	Response	8	due	10/25	Thursday	10/25	 Machine	Learning	in	Microscopy	Week	8	 Tuesday	10/30		 TensorFlow	Tutorial	I	 Lab	3	due	11/1	Lab	4	posted	11/1		Reading	response	questions	9	&	10	posted	11/1	Thursday	11/1		 TensorFlow	Tutorial	II	Week	9	 Tuesday	11/6		 Simulation	of	Maxwell's	Equations	with	MEEP	 Reading	Response	9	due	11/6		Reading	Response	10	due	11/8		Reading	response	questions	11	&	12	posted	11/8		
Thursday	11/8			 3D	Object	Recovery	
Week	10	 Tuesday	11/13			 Imaging	in	Scattering	Media	 Lab	4	due	11/15	Final	Project	posted	11/15		Reading	Response	11	due	11/13		Reading	Response	12	due	11/15		Reading	response	questions	13	posted	11/15	
Thursday	11/15	 Segmentation	and	Classification	in	Biological	Studies	
Week	11		 Tuesday	11/20			 Introduction	to	Foldscope	 Reading	Response	13	due	11/20		Thursday	11/22			 THANKSGIVING	Week	12		 Tuesday	11/27		 Buffer/Work	on	final	projects	 	Thursday	11/29		 Buffer/Work	on	final	projects	Week	13		 Tuesday	12/4		 Buffer/Work	on	final	projects	 	Thursday	12/6			 Buffer/Work	on	final	projects	Week	14	 Tuesday	12/11		 Final	Project	Presentations/Demos	 Final	Project	writeup	due	12/11				
